Activation and control of self-reactive gammadelta T cells.
Mammalian and avian CD3+ T cells can be separated into two lymphocyte subsets bearing heterodimeric T-cell receptors (TCR) composed of either alphabeta or gammadelta chains. Although it is now widely accepted that gammadelta and alphabeta T cells fulfill mandatory and nonredundant roles, the generality of this assumption and the exact functions played by gammadelta T cells remain uncertain. While an early protective role of gammadelta T cells has long been suspected, recent observations drawn in particular from transgenic models suggest their implication in the homeostatic control of immune and nonimmune processes. This hypothesis is also supported by the existence of several self-reactive gammadelta T-cell subsets in rodents and humans, whose specificity and effector properties will be detailed and discussed here. The present review will also describe several mechanisms that could allow efficient control of these self-reactive subsets while permitting expression of their regulatory and/or protective properties.